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WSJ Live
The WSJ live iPad app brings
you full-length original
programming, including
video and on-demand
content from thousands of
reporters around the world.
The app is really impressive
from an ease-of-use
perspective as well as the
quality of the content. The
grid-based format makes it
simple to quickly identify the
topics you might be
interested in. Videos are high
quality and buﬀered perfectly
for smooth playback. Content
is mostly all live, including
stock and market information.
There are also opinion section
and editorials along with the
standard selection of
categories, including Tech
News, Lifestyle, and Business.
The writing and production
quality is exactly what you
would expect from WSJ. The
videos are nice and big on
your iPad, oﬀering a very
immersive experience. The
app loads quickly and video
playback begins almost
instantly when you tap play.
An in-built program guide
helps you discover the
schedule and archives to help
you more easily follow live
content or playback older
media. Overall, this is easily
the most professionally done
and easy-to-use iPad app for
following current aﬀairs from
world-class journalists.
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wsjlive.danusch.com

Staten Island Ferry
***Featured in the AWE section of the Staten Island Advance***
The SIFerry app uses GPS to detect whether you are in Manhattan
or Staten Island and automatically shows you the Staten Island
Ferry timetable relevant to your location as well as a countdown
timer for the next ferry departure.
If your phone is on iOS 7 the SIFerry app gives you the estimated
walking, biking, or driving time and distance to the ferry terminal so
you can easily figure out if you can make the next boat!
The SIFerry app will show the timetable and countdown even
without internet connection so you can check the ferry schedule on
an iPod Touch or in areas without cellular coverage (like the
subway).
Use the sharing feature to let your friends and family know what
ferry you are on and what time your boat will dock. Just tap the line
in the schedule for the ferry you are taking and select message,
mail, or your favorite social network from the menu. The SIFerry app
will automatically populate the text of your message for you.

!
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siferry.dansapps.com

Format Stripper
FormatStripper allows you
to automatically adjust the
format of copied text from
one environment to match
the format of text in
another and simultaneously
change the capitalization
while you're at it. All you do
is copy and paste,
FormatStripper does the
rest.
Are you sick of untangling
wacky text formatting from
websites, PDFs and
PowerPoint slides? Or how
about reading THOSE
ANNOYING ALL CAPS
MESSAGES?
FormatStripper is the app
for you!

Client: DansApps
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formatstripper.dansapps.com

FaceContacts
FaceContacts gives you a
reason to add photos to
your contact list!
This stylish interface
allows you to select
contacts by tapping on
their photo. Photos can
be easily re-sized to view
as many photos as you
would like - from 10 to
150.
Select a photo then easily
choose to call the contact,
send a text, or email.
You can even edit or add
contacts within
FaceContacts.
Switch to ListMode to
search your contacts or
view them in a more
traditional way.
Thanks to intelligent
caching mechanisms, this
app starts up in just a few
seconds even for those
with 200 contacts or more.
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DJ FX Trader
iPhone App
Developed directly from
trader feedback, DJ FX
Trader provides targeted
FX intelligence – including
breaking news and expert
commentary on what’s
behind currency market
movements -- to drive
trading strategies and
uncover hidden
opportunities and risks.
DJ FX Trader leverages the
global editorial resources
of Dow Jones, with over
130 years of credibility and
editorial expertise in
breaking news.
In a market that operates
24 hours a day, the DJ FX
Trader iPhone app delivers
crucial FX news and
analytics anywhere,
anytime.

!
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NY Street Food
The New York Street Food app
is optimized for both iPhones
and iPads and gives users an
easy access the
NewYorkStreetFood.com
database on the go.
Street vendors can be
displayed either on a Google
Map or in a list sortable by
distance from the user.
Users can opt to show all
vendors or just vendors of
specific food types.
A detailed view displays all
information provided by
NewYorkStreetFood.com and
oﬀers options for getting
directions or posting
comments about the vendor
on Facebook.

Client: NY Street Food
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Pizza Cost
Calculator
This app allows you to
calculate the actual cost of
a pizza. You enter the
price and the diameter of
the pie and the app will
calculate the price per
square inch or centimeter.
Now you can easily check
out who has the cheapest
pizza delivery service or
how much you save by
getting a bigger pizza.
You can save diﬀerent
pizzas and then compare
their actual prices.
In addition the new
version allows you to
calculate price per slice
and to post your
calculations to Facebook.

Client: DansApps
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Libatio.us
Libatious is an application
that helps beer fans track
the beers they love, log
the beers they drink onthe-go, and share their
recent activity with their
friends on Facebook.
Users win trophies for their
achievements while
brewers & distributors can
reward their fans with
special oﬀers on the beers
they love.
Users can search beers in
the Libatio.us database to
get info about the beers
they’re drinking.
Users can also submit
ratings and comments
about the beers they
drink.
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